Israel steps up war as pressure mounts for 2-state solution

BY LIUBOV MORIN, SHEILA KONISH and HEATHER MCDERMOTT  The Washington Post

Israel’s war against Hamas is boding hate, and a two-state solution is needed, European Union foreign policy chief Josep Borrell said Monday amid escalating international pressure on Israel to work toward a long-term political road map to peace.

Commenting before a day of intense diplomacy in Brussels where European foreign ministers are gathering alongside counterparts from Israel, the Palestinian Authority, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Jordan and the Arab League – Borrell said he knows that Israel has “a different stand.”

“Which are the other solutions they have in mind?” he asked, referring to the Israelis. “To make all the Palestinians leave? To kill them?” He added that the current Israeli military operation that has killed 25,000 people in the Gaza Strip is “screwing the fate for generations.”

But as he spoke, Israel appeared to be intensifying its operations in the densely populated southern envelope. Amid heavy bombardment, families reported having to flee southwestern areas.

Israel to work toward a long-term political road map to peace.

Poll gives Trump wide margin in NH primary against Haley

BY JOHN BALE, SCOTT CLEMENT and KIM SULLIVAN  The Washington Post

Several hundred workers and faculty members covered the picket line Monday outside Sacramento State, flanking the campus J Street entrance. The horde of students returning from break were covered with union-made signs that read, “Class is over, don’t wait out tat” and “On strike! California Faculty Association.”

Gary Snavely, who works for the California Faculty Association, which also intends to strike next week starting later in the spring.
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Second state agency calls CA workers back to office

BY NUA MILLER  sacbee.com

Another California state agency will require most of its workers to return to their office twice a week starting later this spring amid the COVID-19 pandemic, and since then, employees have overwhelmingly expressed the newfound flexibility that comes from eliminating commutes, such as gasoline savings, more time at home and cheaper housing prices further out from major metros.

CalHHS’s announcement follows an earlier proclamation from the California Environmental Protection Agency, which also intends to bring workers back to the office twice a week. Gov. Gavin Newsom’s budget also proposes cutting state workers’ telework stipends, which amount to $125 or $250 per person depending on the job.
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